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When will REALTORS® learn more about specific details of the “cooling off period” and other consumer 

protection policies? 

Regulations for the “cooling off period” are forthcoming from the Ministry of Finance, including the specific 

parameters. The Property Law Amendment Act is a framework, future regulations will have necessary details. 
 

How will enforcement of a termination fee for a “cooling off period” work? Will the termination fee go 

to the seller, the listing agent or the government? 

It’s unknown where the termination fee will go or how enforcement will work. The Property Law Amendment Act 

suggests that the termination fee will be a portion of the deposit. 

 

Would there be a penalty for false disclosures of active offers? 

Enforcement and penalties for non-compliance are unknown at this time. This recommendation was intended 

to provide information for the sellers to be made aware of potentially frivolous offers. Enforcement is an issue 

that requires consideration 

 

Would For Sale By Owner (FSBO) transactions be impacted by BCFSA’s recommendations?  

The intention of BCFSA’s recommendations is that they apply to all residential real estate transactions. There 

are not currently details on enforcement for FSBO transactions.  

 

What other jurisdictions did BCFSA consider when analyzing at a “cooling off period?” 

BCFSA looked at non-residential “cooling off periods” in Canada, such as through door-to-door sales, gym 

memberships and cellular phone services. They also looked at rescission periods for new development pre-

sales, which already exists in BC and Manitoba. 

 

Why did BCFSA recommend both a pre-offer period and a “cooling off period?”  

BCFSA was not asked to consider the merits of a “cooling off period.” Legislation for that policy was introduced 

prior to their consultation report being published.  

 

When would a pre-offer period begin? 

BCFSA has said that this specific has yet to be determined. They use the term “listed or otherwise marketed 

for sale” for when a listing is publicly advertised.  

 

How will mandatory Property Disclosure Statements be implemented?  

BCFSA has said that there are exemptions that need to be considered prior to this policy being implemented. 

They would advise a reasonable obligation to make property disclosure statements available, and suggested 

that the government look at Quebec as an effective model. 

 

What are BCFSA’s next steps for data sharing with licensees? 

BCFSA has said that they will be working more with boards and BCREA. BCFSA said they need to do more work 

to make it easier for them to collect and use data from a regulatory and public policy perspective. They are in 
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the process of finalizing the outcomes of the data collected from licensees several months ago and will 

provide the data back to those who voluntarily participated within coming weeks. They were pleased at the 

rate of participation from licensees and are hoping to build on that moving forwards. 

 

How will the effectiveness of these policies be measured? 

BCFSA is waiting on the BC Government for indication of what implementation will look like. Potential metrics 

could include when buyers are exercising their right and how often they use their right to rescind.  

 

What is BCFSA looking to do on education of new and existing licensees on these fundamental changes 

to real estate practice? 

BCFSA has formed an internal working group to look at modifying education to address the issue of 

education, both for licensees and consumers. They need to understand the extent of the changes, which ones 

will be implemented, as well as a timeline from the BC Government. 

 

What will be the distinctions between residential and commercial real estate? 

The BC Government has said that policies would apply to residential real estate transactions. The BC 

Government will need to clearly delineate what they consider to be “residential.” 

 

Did BCFSA consider mandating inspections or increasing regulations for home inspectors? 

BCFSA recommended that the BC Government consider requiring inclusion of standard clauses related to 

financing, home inspection, insurance, and legal advice in the contract of purchase and sale. They noted 

concerns with mandatory home inspections, including that  principles of contract law provide that a contract 

cannot confer impost obligations upon any person who is not a party to the contract. They noted that most 

consultation participants, including BCREA, do not support mandatory home inspections. BCREA is concerned 

that many northern, rural and remote communities would not have adequate access to home inspectors.  

 

 


